Introduction
============

The DNA sequence of the genome is a key to the biological form that emerges. We have previously used the abundance of all 65,536 8-mers as a method to describe genomes ([@evv205-B75]). The abundance of 8-mers in the human genome has a bimodal distribution with all rare 8-mers containing a CG dinucleotide. In contrast, *Drosophila* has a unimodal distribution of 8-mers ([@evv205-B75]). In mammalian genomes, the majority of the 20 million cytosines that occur in CG dinucleotides are methylated (5-methylcytosine \[5mC\]) ([@evv205-B13]; [@evv205-B29]). Two to three percent of the genome comprises unmethylated regions ([@evv205-B47]; [@evv205-B17]), which tend to be comprised clusters of CG dinucleotides termed CG islands (CGIs) ([@evv205-B29]). 5mC deaminates to thymidine 10--50 times faster than unmethylated cytosine deaminates to uracil ([@evv205-B21]; [@evv205-B19]), to create a T•G mismatched base pair. Error-free base excision repair can correct the naturally occurring T•G mismatch to the original C•G base pair and thus CG methylation is not mutagenic ([@evv205-B38]). Although T•G to C•G repair pathways exist in mammals, they are inefficient ([@evv205-B77]; [@evv205-B65]), resulting in T•G base pairs mutating to T•A base pairs, thus creating a TG dinucleotide. Deamination of 5mC is thought to cause the 4-fold depletion of the CG dinucleotide compared with all other dinucleotides in mammalian genomes ([@evv205-B12]). As expected, the deamination product of 5mCG, TG, is the most abundant dinucleotide in vertebrates, but not other phyla ([@evv205-B30]; [@evv205-B64]). Both cytosines in the CG dinucleotide are typically methylated and deamination to TG on one strand will give a complementary CA dinucleotide on the other strand. For convenience, we will refer to the TG/CA dinucleotide simply as the TG dinucleotide, knowing that on the second strand it is a CA dinucleotide. Thus, the genome is segregated into islands of genetically stable unmethylated CG dinucleotides surrounded by long stretches of genetically unstable methylated CG dinucleotides ([@evv205-B74]).

CG methylation has been implicated in many biological processes, including cell type specificity ([@evv205-B60]; [@evv205-B68]), cellular differentiation ([@evv205-B55]; [@evv205-B44]), suppression of transposable elements ([@evv205-B1]), X-chromosome inactivation ([@evv205-B10]), genomic imprinting ([@evv205-B56]), DNA--protein interactions ([@evv205-B57]), and tumorigenesis ([@evv205-B7]; [@evv205-B58]; [@evv205-B74]). A potential additional function of cytosine methylation is to increase the mutation rate ([@evv205-B13]), thereby generating genetic diversity ([@evv205-B46]). The evolutionary advantage of an increased mutation rate ([@evv205-B32]) could drive selection for cytosine methylation at nonfunctioning regions of the genome. These mutagenic regions could produce new transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) that become biologically functional. Though Adrian Bird conjectured that 5mC could function as a mutator almost 35 years ago ([@evv205-B13]), at that time it could not be tested at a genomic level. With the advent of genome-wide identification of functional regions of the human and mouse genomes ([@evv205-B66]; [@evv205-B72]; [@evv205-B82]), we find that TG dinucleotide containing TFBS are enriched in tissue-specific regulatory regions, lending support to the suggestion that one function of cytosine methylation is to be mutagenic, increasing genetic diversity and accelerating evolutionary change.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Data Sets
---------

All the DNase I hypersensitive site (DHS) data including human (75 samples, and 125 tissue and cell lines) and mouse (55 samples) DHSs are from the [@evv205-B26] and were obtained from University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Bioinformatics website (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>) ([@evv205-B59]). The five DHS groups from human and mouse based on their conservation between species were obtained from [@evv205-B72]. The five DHS groups were identified by comparison between human and mouse genomes. Briefly, chain files of pairwise genome alignments between mouse (mm9) and human (hg19) were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>). Using these chain files, DHSs were mapped between species, and then the DHS groups were identified according to genomic alignment status. These groups included one group of common DHSs shared between human and mouse; two groups of species-specific DHS (mouse-specific or human-specific), which comprise the DHSs that occur only in one species but are conserved in sequence; and two groups of species-unique DHSs (mouse-unique or human-unique), which comprise the DHSs that occur only in one species and are not conserved in the other. The conserved noncoding elements (CNEs) arising in various taxa were obtained from [@evv205-B2].

The sequence assemblies of 25 eukaryotic genomes are as follows: Human (hg19), mouse (mm9), dog (canFam3), elephant (loxAfr3), opossum (momDom5), wallaby (macEug2), minke whale (balAcu1), dolphin (turTru2), chicken (galGal4), lizard (anoCar2), *Xenopus tropicalis* (xenTro3), coelacanth (latCha1), elephant shark (calMil1), zebrafish (danRer7), Nile tilapia (oreNil2), cod (gadMor1), stickleback (gasAcu1), fugu (fr3), tetrodon (tetNig2), sea urchin (strPur2), *Drosophila melanogaster* (dm3), honey bee (apiMel3), *Caenorhabditis elegans* (ce10), *Arabidopsis* (Tair10), and yeast (sacCer3). The *Arabidopsis* (Tair10) genome was downloaded from The Arabidopsis Information Resource website (<http://www.arabidopsis.org/>) and all the other 24 genomes were downloaded from UCSC Genome Bioinformatics website (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>) ([@evv205-B59]).

8-mer Counts and Enrichment Calculations {#SEC8-mer}
----------------------------------------

There are 65,536 (4^8^) possible octameric sequences (8-mers), and of these 256 are palindromic. We added complementary sequences and present the number of occurrences for all 32,640 nonpalindromic 8-mers. For the 256 palindromic 8-mers, each occurrence was counted twice, once for each strand. Thus, the number of possible comparisons can be reduced from 65,536 to 32,896 (32,640 nonpalindromic + 256 palindromic sequences) when both strands of the target sequence are examined. All 32,896 8-mers used in this analysis were automatically generated by a custom-made program.

To determine the enrichment of each 8-mer (continuous (NNNNNNNN), split (NNNNX~(1-30)~NNNN), glucocorticoid receptor (GR)-like (N-NNN---NNN-N)) in the DHSs, we calculated an enrichment score for each 8-mer ([@evv205-B17]). To avoid sampling bias, we searched for each 8-mer across the whole genome. For each 8-mer *M* with the length *L* (for continuous 8-mers such as C/EBP motif (TTGCGCAA), *L* = 8; for split 8-mers such as GR (G-ACA---TGT-C), *L* = 13), we denote *M* (*x*~start~:*x*~end~) to record the positions where the motif starts and ends: *x*~1~*:x*~1~*+L−1, x~2~: x~2~+L−1. . . x~N~: x~N~+L−1*, *N* being the total number of motifs in genome. For each position *x~i~: x~i~+L−1*, if it overlapped with the examined regions (DHSs), *x~i~* = 1, otherwise *x~i~* = 0.

For all the DHSs, the observed (*OCC~obs~*) and expected (*OCC~exp~*) occurrences of the 8-mer are calculated as: $OCC_{obs} = {\sum_{i = 1}^{N}x_{i}}$ and $OCC_{exp} = N \times \frac{L_{r}}{L_{g}}$, where *N* is the total number of that 8-mer in the genome, *L~r~* is the total length of base pairs in the examined regions (DHSs), and *L~g~* is the length of the genome. The enrichment score (*E*) for 8-mer *M* is then calculated as follows: $E = \frac{OCC_{obs}}{OCC_{exp}}$, where *OCC~obs~* is the observed occurrences, and *OCC~exp~* is the expected occurrence of 8-mer *M* in the examined regions (DHSs).

Calculation of AP-1 and E-Box Motif Enrichment in Human DHSs
------------------------------------------------------------

We performed the same strategy described above to calculate the AP-1 and E-Box motif enrichment in human DHSs from 125 cells. Briefly, for AP-1 motif (^A^/~G~TGA^C^/~G~TCA), we first searched all the AP-1 motifs in human genome (hg19). For each AP-1 *M~Ap-1~* with length 8, we denote *M~Ap-1~* (*x*~start~:*x*~end~) to record the positions where the motif starts and ends: *x~1~:x~1~+7, x~2~: x~2~+7. . . x~N~: x~N~+7*, *N* being the total number of AP-1 motifs in genome. For each position *x~i~: x~i~+7*, we assigned a score of 1 (*x~i~* = 1) if it overlapped with a DHS in examined regions (DHSs), otherwise *x~i~* = 0. For all DHSs in a given cell type/sample, the observed (*OCC~obs~*) and expected (*OCC~exp~*) occurrences of AP-1 motifs are calculated as: $OCC_{obs} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}x_{i}$ and $OCC_{exp} = N \times \frac{L_{r}}{L_{g}}$, where *N* is the total number of AP-1 motifs in the genome, *L~r~* is the total length of base pairs in the DHSs, and *L~g~* is the length of the human genome. The enrichment score (*E*) for *M~Ap-1~* is then calculated as follows: $E = \frac{OCC_{obs}}{OCC_{exp}}$, where *OCC~obs~* is the observed occurrences, and *OCC~exp~* is the expected occurrence of *M~Ap-1~* in the DHSs. We calculated the enrichments of E-Box motif (GCAGCTGC) in the same way.

Evolutionary Analysis of AP-1 Motif
-----------------------------------

To determine the evolutionary history of the AP-1 motif in the human genome, a custom-made program was used to scan the human genome sequence to identify all the AP-1 motifs (TGA^C^/~G~TCA). We extended the motif to the 11-mer with the canonical AP-1 motif in the center (NNTGA^C^/~G~TCANN). All the pairwise alignments for all other nine species using human as reference genome (human hg19, mouse mm9, dog canFam3, elephant loxAfr3, opossum monDom5, chicken galGal3, lizard anoCar2, *Xenopus tropicalis* xenTro3, coelacanth latCha1, and stickleback gasAcu1) were downloaded from UCSC Genome Browser (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>). Using these genomic alignments, we searched for the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) sequences of homologous instances 11-mers of AP-1 motif in all the other nine genomes, and extracted these sequences in each species. To remove the noise of false alignments, we compared every homologous sequence to canonical AP-1 motifs in human (TGA^C^/~G~TCA), and removed sequences with deletions, insertions, or with more than two variations. Thus, only homologous sequences with no more than two variations in each species were used for further analysis.

Cloning and Expression of Mouse AP-1 Members
--------------------------------------------

The DNA binding domain (DBD) of Mouse c-JUN as defined in Pfam cloned into pETGEXCT (C-terminal GST) vector ([@evv205-B63]; [@evv205-B49]). The DBD of c-FOS was cloned into *Nde*I and *Hin*dIII sites in pT5 expression plasmid.

Double Stranding and Methylation of Microarray
----------------------------------------------

The single-stranded oligonucleotide microarrays were double-stranded by primer extension as described by [@evv205-B6]. The primer extension reaction consisted of 1.17 µM HPLC (High-Performance Liquid Chromatography) purified common HK primer (5′-GAGCGGATAACAATTTCACACAGG-3′), 40 µM of dATP, dTTP, dCTP, and dGTP (GE Healthcare), 1.6 µM of Cy3 dCTP (GE Healthcare), 40 Units of Thermo Sequenase DNA polymerase, and 90 µl of 10 × reaction buffer in a total volume of 900 µl. The reaction mixture, microarray, stainless steel hybridization chamber, and single chamber gasket coverslip (Agilent) were assembled according to the manufacturer's instructions and incubated for 2 h (85 °C for 10 min, 75 °C for 10 min, 65 °C for 10 min, and 60 °C for 90 min). The hybridization chamber was disassembled in a glass staining dish in 500 ml phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)/0.01% Triton X-100 at 37 °C. The microarray was transferred to a fresh staining dish, washed for 10 min in PBS/0.01% Triton X-100 at 37 °C, washed once more for 3 min in PBS at 20 °C, and the arrays dried by dipping in 500 ml PBS and slowly removing the array. The double-stranded arrays were scanned at 570 nm to quantify the amount of incorporated Cy3-conjugated dCTP. Methylation of the double-stranded arrays was performed with 10 μl of CG methyltransferase enzyme M.SssI (20 units/μl) (NEB), 1μl of *S*-adenosylmethionine, and 15 μl of 10 × NEB buffer 2. Reaction volume was adjusted to 150 μl with water containing 0.005% Triton X-100 and incubated at 37 °C for 3 h. The arrays were stripped for 3 h with Protease (Sigma) in 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate and 10 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, followed by washing once in 0.5% Tween, once with 0.01% Triton X-100 and once with 1 × PBS.

Protein-Binding Reactions
-------------------------

The protein-binding reactions were carried out as described by [@evv205-B6]. Briefly, the double-stranded microarrays were blocked with 4% nonfat dried milk (Sigma) for 1 h. Microarrays were then washed once with PBS with 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 for 5 min and once with PBS with 0.01% Triton X-100 for 2 min. Twenty-five microliters of IVT (In *Vitro* Transcription and Translation) reactions were added to make a total volume of 150 μl protein-binding reaction containing PBS with 2% (w/v) milk, 51.3 ng/μl salmon testes DNA (Sigma), and 0.2 μg/μl bovine serum albumin (NEB), and incubated for 1 h at 20 °C. Preincubated protein-binding mixtures were applied to individual chambers of HK arrays and incubated for 1 h at 20 °C. Microarrays were in a Coplin jar once with 0.5% (v/v) Tween-20 in PBS for 3 min, once with 0.01% Triton X-100 in PBS for 2 min, and then finally washed with PBS for 1 min. Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated GST antibody (Invitrogen) was applied to each chamber and incubated for 1 h at 20 °C. Finally, microarrays were washed thrice with PBS with 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20 for 3 min each, and once in PBS for 2 min. Every protein in this study was assayed in duplicate, once on each of our two separate microarray designs described above.

Image Quantification and Analysis of Microarray Data
----------------------------------------------------

Protein-bound microarrays were scanned to detect Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated anti-GST at 640 nm (Red Channel). Microarray images were analyzed using ImaGene (BioDiscovery Inc.), bad spots were manually flagged, and the extracted data were used for further analysis. The *Z*-score was calculated to estimate the relative binding affinities of proteins to each 8-mer/7-mer as previously described by [@evv205-B49].

Data Access
-----------

Protein-binding microarray data used in this study are available at the NIH public ftp site (<ftp://helix.nih.gov/pcf/chuck/Array/>). The data are also in the process of submission to the NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo>).

Results
=======

The Coelacanth Genome Has a Bimodal 8-mer Distribution
------------------------------------------------------

The distribution of 8-mer abundance in the genome is different between *Drosophila* and humans. In *Drosophila*, the distribution is unimodal, and in humans it is bimodal ([@evv205-B75]). We extended our previous analyses to examine when in metazoan evolution a bimodal distribution of 8-mers arises. We examined 8-mers for two reasons: 1) This is the size of many metazoan TFBS ([@evv205-B78]), and 2) each 8-mer is abundant enough in the genome to produce strong statistical conclusions. In *Drosophila*, 8-mers containing CG dinucleotides are slightly less abundant than others potentially reflecting that cytosine is more mutagenic than the other bases ([@evv205-B39]). A similar trend is observed in the model organisms *C. elegans* and yeast ([supplementary fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Among the deuterostomes, the sea urchin also has a modest decrease in CGs ([fig. 1](#evv205-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The teleost (bony fish), which have 5mC and CGIs ([@evv205-B36]), do not have a bimodal distribution of 8-mers suggesting that CG methylation in these genomes is not mutagenic and the T•G mismatches are repaired to C•G base pair. The bimodal distribution of 8-mers is initially observed in the coelacanth ([@evv205-B2]) which also contains 5mC ([@evv205-B48]) and has fewer CGs than expected ([@evv205-B40]) suggesting that at this time the efficient repair of T•G mismatch to a C•G base pair was lost ([fig. 1](#evv205-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). All descendants of the coelacanth, the lineage that crawled out of the water onto the land, also have a bimodal distribution of 8-mer abundance, with all and only rare 8-mers containing a CG dinucleotide. The two marsupial genomes have the most dramatic CG dinucleotide depletion. A closer examination of the abundance of human 8-mers identifies a trimodal distribution, 8-mers with two or more CG dinucleotides are rarer (∼5,000 occurrences) compared with 8-mers with a CG dinucleotide (∼15,000 occurrences). Non-CG 8-mers with a TG dinucleotide have a higher median occurrence (109,000) compared with 8-mers with no TG or CG (96,700) consistent with the conversion of 5mCG to TG ([supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

![8-mer distribution in deuterostome genomes. Histogram showing the abundance of 32,896 continuous 8-mers in nine deuterostome genomes: Human, mouse, elephant, opossum, *Xenopus*, coelacanth, Nile tilapia, elephant shark, and sea urchin. The *x* axis displays the normalized frequency of each 8-mer in the genome (8-mer occurrence per 100 kb), and the *y* axis indicates the number of 8-mers with that frequency in the genome. 8-mers containing a CG dinucleotide are in red. The phylogenetic tree of nine deuterostome genomes is modified from ([@evv205-B2]) and is based on multiple sequence alignments of 251 genes.](evv205f1p){#evv205-F1}

Sequence Properties of CNEs
---------------------------

We next examined whether 8-mers containing a TG dinucleotide are enriched in putative regulatory regions that evolved throughout the tetrapod lineage. We obtained CNEs based on sequence alignments of nine genomes (stickleback, coelacanth, *Xenopus*, lizard/chicken, opossum, elephant, dog, mouse, and human), producing eight groups of CNEs ([@evv205-B2]) representing 2.63% of the human genome ([fig. 2](#evv205-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). We divided all 8-mers into three groups: 1) 8-mers with at least one CG dinucleotide (+CG ± TG), 2) 8-mers with at least one TG and no CG dinucleotides (+TG − CG), and 3) 8-mers with neither a TG nor a CG dinucleotide (−CG − TG), which serves as a negative control as any observed signal cannot be attributed to the conversion of 5mCG to TG. Although a small subset of all three groups of 8-mers are enriched in all CNEs ([supplementary fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), +CG ± TG containing 8-mers are enriched in older CNEs arising in the stickleback, coelacanth, and *Xenopus* ([supplementary fig. S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Newer CNEs show only modest enrichment for 8-mers in all three groups.

![Sequence properties of CNEs. Dinucleotide enrichment in eight groups of CNEs from stickleback to mouse. The specific CNEs for each species are determined by comparing the genome sequences between the human and other species. The percentage value for each species indicates the percentage of specific CNEs to the same species in human genome.](evv205f2p){#evv205-F2}

We next focused our attention to general properties (dinucleotide enrichment) across all groups of CNEs. The more ancient CNEs, conserved back to the stickleback, are enriched 1.7-fold for the CG dinucleotide ([fig. 2](#evv205-F2){ref-type="fig"}). CNEs conserved since *Xenopus* also show enrichment for CG dinucleotides. More recent CNEs from the lizard to the present are all depleted for the CG dinucleotide. These results indicate that CG dinucleotides are enriched in ancient CNEs and depleted in more recent CNEs perhaps reflecting the emergence of CGIs in the older lineages. In contrast, TG dinucleotides are neither enriched nor depleted in these eight groups of CNEs, indicating that the new TG dinucleotides by themselves have not gained regulatory function.

Abundance of 8-mers in Tissue-Specific DHSs and Housekeeping DHSs
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We next determined the DNA sequence properties of experimentally identified DHSs ([@evv205-B72]) which would represent both highly conserved and newer regulatory regions that would not be in CNEs. We examined 8-mer enrichment in DHSs found in human (9.0% of genome) and mouse (10.2% of genome) genomes ([fig. 3](#evv205-F3){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary figs. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). [Figure 3](#evv205-F3){ref-type="fig"} presents the abundance of 8-mers in the genome versus their occurrence in all human DHSs. Some 8-mers containing + CG ± TG dinucleotides are highly enriched in DHSs, with up to 70% of occurrences in the genome occurring within DHSs. Among the most enriched + CG ± TG 8-mers are those that contain two or three CG dinucleotides ([supplementary fig. S6*A*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) ([@evv205-B16]). +TG − CG 8-mers are more abundant than −CG −TG 8-mers across the genome, but overall, both groups show similar abundance within DHSs, except for a subset of +TG --CG 8-mers being highly enriched in DHSs, with approximately 40% of their genome occurrences found within a DHS ([fig. 3](#evv205-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). These 8-mers are all variants of the AP-1 motif, **TG**A^C^/~G~T**CA**N, a pseudopalindrome with two TG/CA dinucleotides ([@evv205-B45]).

![Abundance of 8-mers in the human genome versus their occurrence in DHSs. For each continuous 8-mer, the occurrence in human genome is plotted on the horizontal axis versus the percentage in the regulatory regions represented 9.0% of the genome (DHSs) plotted on the vertical-axis. The histogram below the scatterplot shows the distribution of abundance of all 8-mers in human, and the histogram on the left shows the distribution of the percentage of 8-mers within DHSs. 8-mers are divided into three groups based on the presence of the CG and TG dinucleotides as indicated in the legend. The relatively big three circles colored in gray, green, and red shown in the upper right indicate layer orders of these three groups of 8-mers.](evv205f3p){#evv205-F3}

As the human DHS data set contained 75 samples derived from different tissue types and cell lines ([supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) we reasoned that DHSs occurring in all samples are likely to represent housekeeping DHSs (HK-DHS), regulating older more established components of cellular life. In contrast, those DHSs that occur in a subset of samples are likely tissue-specific DHSs (TS-DHS), representing newer regulatory regions (i.e., related to cell differentiation). We thus divided the DHSs into two groups: 8,376 DHSs, representing 0.2% of the genome, that occur in all 75 human samples and are termed HK-DHS with 83% (6,965) in CGIs. The remaining 1,149,570 DHSs, which do not occur in all samples, comprise 8.8% of the genome, and are termed TS-DHS ([@evv205-B16]). We compared 8-mers in the HK-DHSs and the TS-DHSs in two ways: 1) The fraction of total occurrences in the human genome that occur in HK-DHSs and TS-DHSs ([fig. 4](#evv205-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*), and 2) their enrichment, normalizing their occurrences within each type of DHS according to their abundance across the genome ([fig. 4](#evv205-F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*).

![TG dinucleotide containing 8-mers are enriched in TS-DHSs in human. (*A*) Comparison of 8-mer occurrences within TS- and HK-DHSs. For each continuous 8-mer, the percentage of occurrences within HK-DHSs common to all 75 human samples that represent 0.2% of the genome is plotted on the horizontal axis versus the percentage in TS-DHS representing 8.8% of the genome is plotted on the vertical axis. The 8-mers are divided into three groups based on the presence of the CG and TG dinucleotide as in [figure 3](#evv205-F3){ref-type="fig"}. (*B*) Same as in (*A*) but with the *x* axis zoomed in. (*C*) Similar as in (*A*) but using a normalized enrichment score (see Materials and Methods).](evv205f4p){#evv205-F4}

[Figure 4](#evv205-F4){ref-type="fig"} *A* presents the fraction of 8-mers in the human genome found in HK-DHSs versus TS-DHSs. +CG ± TG 8-mers are the most enriched class in both HK-DHSs and TS-DHSs. Over 20% of all occurrences of the 8-mer TCGCGAGA representing the E2F motif are in the 0.2% of the genome that are HK-DHSs. Noteworthy among the enriched 8-mers with two CG dinucleotides are the binding sites for NRF-1 and E2F, thus linking these TFBS with housekeeping functions ([@evv205-B27]; [@evv205-B51]) ([fig. 4](#evv205-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). −CG −TG 8-mers show modest enrichment in both HK-DHSs and TS-DHSs. A small number are enriched in HK-DHS and are C+G rich ([fig. 4](#evv205-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*), possibly reflecting the C + G richness of regulatory regions ([@evv205-B70]) or contain poly dC stretches, reflecting potential binding sites for SP-1 and KLF transcription factors (TFs) ([@evv205-B43]; [@evv205-B67]; [@evv205-B41]). Additional −CG −TG 8-mers enriched in HK-DHS include those containing the CCAAT motif as previously described ([@evv205-B61]) ([fig. 4](#evv205-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*).

A subset of 8-mers in the +TG −CG group are more enriched in TS-DHSs relative to −CG −TG 8-mers ([fig. 4](#evv205-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*). Specifically, the top 20 8-mers in TS-DHS are the consensus AP-1 motif (**TG**A^C^/~G~T**CA**N), single nucleotide polymorphisms of the AP-1 consensus, and the E-box motif (G**CA**GC**TG**C) ([supplementary table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Presenting the data as an enrichment ([fig. 4](#evv205-F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*) also highlights the enrichment of +CG ± TG TFBS in HK-DHS (chi-square test, *P* \< 10^−324^ for E2F and NRF1; [supplementary table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), and the enrichment of the AP-1 motif in TS-DHSs (chi-square test, *P* \< 10^−324^) relative to HK-DHSs. In general, all three classes of 8-mers show a bias toward being more enriched in HK-DHSs as compared with TS-DHSs perhaps indicating that the HK-DHSs have more regulatory information than TS-DHSs.

We see similar results when the DHSs are divided based on their overlap with CNEs. DHSs in CNEs (DHS + CNE) would be conserved across evolution, whereas the DHSs not in CNEs (DHS − CNE) would be newer regulatory regions. Again, +CG ± TG 8-mers are more enriched in DHSs with CNEs, whereas +TG −CG 8-mers are more enriched in DHSs without CNEs (DHS−CNE) with AP-1 motifs being the most enriched ([supplementary fig. S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

A more fine grained analysis that examined 2,233,542 DHSs from 125 human tissues and cell lines ([supplementary fig. S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) representing 18% of the genome ([@evv205-B72]) in which TS-DHSs were separated into five groups based on their frequency of occurrence in all samples showed similar results ([supplementary fig. S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Again, certain +TG −CG 8-mers (AP-1 and E-box motifs) are enriched in TS-DHSs, particularly in DHS shared between 6 and 60 cell lines ([supplementary fig. S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

An identical analysis using mouse DHS data from 55 tissues and cell lines ([@evv205-B72]) yielded similar results, with the AP-1 and E-box motifs being the most enriched +TG −CG 8-mer in TS-DHS ([supplementary fig. S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

Although our remaining analyses focus on TG-dinucleotide containing 8-mers, specifically the AP-1 TFBS, we also find evidence that the enrichment of TG-dinucleotide containing TFBS within TS-DHSs holds for longer sequences. These included discontinuous (gapped) 8-mers separated by 1- to 30-bp gaps (NNNN-~(1-30)~NNNN, where "-"s indicate a gap), and 8-mers of the form N-NNN---NNN-N, which are bound by hormone binding proteins ([@evv205-B37]). The longer TG-dinucleotide containing motifs that are enriched in TS-DHSs in both human and mouse genomes include those for nuclear factor 1 (NF1, **TG**GC-----GC**CA**) ([@evv205-B22]; [@evv205-B14]; [@evv205-B80]), and the canonical GR motif (G-A**CA**---**TG**T-C) ([@evv205-B81]; [@evv205-B8]) ([supplementary figs. S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

AP-1 Motifs Are Enriched in Mouse- and Human-Specific DHSs
----------------------------------------------------------

We compared the enrichment of +TG −CG 8-mers in five groups of DHSs from human and mouse tissues defined based on their conservation between the two species, allowing us to further differentiate the DHSs based on their evolutionary origin ([@evv205-B72]) ([fig. 5](#evv205-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). These groups cover between 1.8% of the genome for the least frequently occurring group and 6.9% of the genome for the most frequently occurring group ([fig. 5](#evv205-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). One group contains DHSs shared between the two species (common). Each species also contains two DHS groups that are specific to that species. Two groups comprise DHSs that occur in only one species even though the DNA sequence is conserved (species-specific). The other two groups in each species comprise DHSs that occur in one species and contain a DNA sequence that is not conserved between species (species-unique) ([fig. 5](#evv205-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A* and [table 1](#evv205-T1){ref-type="table"}). The most enriched +TG −CG 8-mer in the four species-specific groups of DHS is the AP-1 motif ([fig. 5](#evv205-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*--*E* and [supplementary figs. S13--S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The E-Box motif (GCAGCTGC) is the most enriched +TG −CG containing 8-mer in common DHSs ([fig. 5](#evv205-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B* and *C*), perhaps suggesting an association with more conserved regulatory functions.

![AP-1 motifs are most enriched in the human-unique TS-DHSs, whereas E-Box motifs are enriched in shared DHSs. (*A*) Schematic of the five types of DHSs were identified by comparing human and mouse DHSs: DHSs common between the two species (Common), and two groups of DHSs for each species, species-specific DHSs where the DNA is either conserved (human-specific and mouse-specific) or not conserved between the two species (human-unique and mouse-unique). Enrichment of +TG-CG 8-mers in TS-DHSs in (*B*) common versus human-specific, (*C*) common versus human-unique, (*D*) human-specific versus human-unique, and (*E*) mouse-unique versus human-unique.](evv205f5p){#evv205-F5}

###### 

Human and Mouse DHSs with AP-1 Motifs

                          Human DHSs                  Mouse DHSs                                        
  ----------------------- ------------ -------- ----- ------------ ------ ----- -------- ----- -------- ------
  Species-specific DHSs   5.3          59,126   5.4   5,552        9.4    1.8   20,606   6.5   1,533    7.4
  Common DHSs             2.5          27,302   5.2   10,207       37.4   2.7   28,318   6.0   10,022   35.4

Consistent with this idea, when we examine the enrichment of the conserved E-Box and tissue-specific AP-1 motifs in DHSs of different cell types, we find that the E-box motif (GCAGCTGC) is enriched in growing cells including pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) and cancer cells ([fig. 6](#evv205-F6){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S6*A*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In contrast, the enrichment of the AP-1 motif in DHSs is most prominent in differentiated tissues including astrocytes and epithelial cells and is depleted in embryonic cell, such as iPSC ([fig. 6](#evv205-F6){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S6*B*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). That is, E-box motifs tend to be found in regulatory regions involved in cell proliferation and growth, whereas the AP-1 motifs tend to be found in regulatory regions in differentiated tissues, suggesting a link between the conservation and enrichment of AP-1 and E-box motifs with their regulatory functions and phenotypes.

![Heat-map of enrichment of AP-1 and E-Box motifs in DHS derived from 125 human samples. Hierarchical clustering of E-box or AP-1 enrichment in DHS derived from 125 samples. Samples were classified according to their karyotype (cancer vs. normal) and cell type (differentiated vs. proliferative) as indicated by the white/black legend.](evv205f6p){#evv205-F6}

We next evaluated whether the AP-1 motif positively correlates with formation of new DHSs by examining the species-specific DHSs groups. There are 59,126 human-specific DHSs with an AP-1 motif, but only 9.4% of these have an AP-1 motif in mouse, linking the presence of an AP-1 motif and the formation of DHSs ([table 1](#evv205-T1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, 37% of the 27,302 common human DHSs that have an AP-1 motif also have an AP-1 motif in the mouse ([table 1](#evv205-T1){ref-type="table"}). The common DHSs with AP-1 sites in human that lack an AP-1 motif in mouse have high intrinsic nucleosome sequence preference (INOS, Intrinsic Nucleosome Occupancy Score) ([@evv205-B69]) ([supplementary fig. S16*C*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), consistent with G+C rich sequences being associated with regulatory function ([@evv205-B70]; [@evv205-B11]) and may also contain other TFBS that produce the DHSs. Similar results were obtained for the 20,606 mouse-specific DHSs with an AP-1 motif ([table 1](#evv205-T1){ref-type="table"}).

Evolution of AP-1 and E-Box Motifs
----------------------------------

We next reexamined the CNEs focusing on the enrichment and evolution of functional AP-1 and E-box motifs. CNEs were divided into two groups based on their overlap with human DHSs resulting in two similarly sized groups (371,061 CNEs+DHS and 368,536 CNEs−DHS; [supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, and [fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}). The E-box motif is enriched in both ancient and recent CNEs in DHSs ([fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*), having 3-fold enrichment in the three more ancient groups of CNEs (stickleback, coelacanth, and *Xenopus*), coinciding with the enrichment of the CG dinucleotides in CNEs ([fig. 2](#evv205-F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the AP-1 motif becomes highly (4-fold) enriched in more recent CNEs in DHSs, starting with the chicken, coinciding with the lineages in which the CG dinucleotide becomes depleted ([fig. 2](#evv205-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The E-Box or AP-1 motifs are not enriched in CNE that are not in DHSs suggesting that these CNEs do not recruit TFs ([fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*).

![Enrichment of dinucleotides and AP-1 and E-Box motifs in CNES ± DHSs. (*A*) The enrichment for the AP-1 (^A^/~G~TGA^C^/~G~TCA) and E-Box (GCAGCTGC) motifs in eight groups of CNEs from stickleback to mouse is presented for CNEs in TS-DHSs and CNEs not in DHSs. Dinucleotide enrichment in eight groups of CNEs from stickleback to mouse for (*B*) CNEs in DHS and (*C*) CNEs not in DHSs. The percentage of T being C at different positions in human AP-1 motifs in three groups of regions based on conservation of sequence and accessibility to DNase I digestion (+DHS+CNEs, blue; +DHS−CNEs, black; −CNEs, gray) for (*D*) position 1 CG→TG and (*E*) position 7 CG→CA.](evv205f7p){#evv205-F7}

Examination of general properties (dinucleotide abundance) of CNEs within DHSs shows that the CG dinucleotide is enriched in the three more ancient groups of CNEs (stickleback, coelacanth, and *Xenopus*) at the same time the E-box motif is enriched. There is a notable increase in CG dinucleotides in human CNE + DHSs only shared with the mouse, possibly reflecting the higher number of CGIs in the human genome relative to mouse ([@evv205-B5]; [@evv205-B35]). In the more recent CNEs, the CG dinucleotide becomes depleted, coinciding with the increased enrichment of the AP-1 motif ([fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*). The remaining dinucleotides including the TG dinucleotide show little change in abundance. CNEs not in DHSs show more variability in dinucleotide enrichment, with AA/TT, TA, and AT dinucleotides becoming enriched and CG, GC, and CC/GG dinucleotides being depleted in newer CNEs ([fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*C*).

New AP-1 Motifs Previously Contained a CG Dinucleotide
------------------------------------------------------

We examined whether AP-1 motifs are derived from sequences containing a CG dinucleotide by looking at the evolutionary history of the 460,228 AP-1 motifs (TGA^C^/~G~TCA) in the human genome. Of all genomes examined (see Materials and Methods), the dog and elephant comparisons show strong evidence that AP-1 motifs in human previously contained a CG dinucleotide ([fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*D* and *E*, [table 2](#evv205-T2){ref-type="table"}, and [supplementary tables S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). For example, nearly half of the human AP-1 motifs can be identified in elephant, with 110,317 containing a single nucleotide difference at most from the consensus motif, with 52,812 being identical ([table 2](#evv205-T2){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The 110,317 single nucleotide differences of AP-1 motifs were placed into three groups based on their presence in CNEs and DHSs (CNE + DHS, CNE − DHS, and AP-1 not in CNE; [fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*D* and *E*, [table 2](#evv205-T2){ref-type="table"}, and [supplementary tables S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In the case of AP-1 sites in DHSs, over 95% of each base is conserved ([supplementary table S8*G*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). For the AP-1 sites in human that are not conserved in elephant, 46.6% contain a cytosine in the elephant sequence at the position of the first thymidine of the motif ([fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*D*, [table 2](#evv205-T2){ref-type="table"}, and [supplementary table S8*G*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). This percentage is lower in AP-1 sites in nonregulatory regions (AP-1 not in CNE), where 28.7% contain a C at this position ([fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*D*, [table 2](#evv205-T2){ref-type="table"}, and [supplementary table S8*G*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), suggesting that selection is not acting to preserve newly created AP-1 sites as occurs for AP-1 motifs in regulatory regions ([fig. 7](#evv205-F7){ref-type="fig"}*D* and *E* and [supplementary table S8*A--I*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

###### 

The MRCA Sequence in Elephant to Variations of 11mers with TGACTCA in Human

  Position                     1       2       3           4           5       6       7       8           9           10      11
  ---------------------------- ------- ------- ----------- ----------- ------- ------- ------- ----------- ----------- ------- -------
  AP1 + CNEs + DHSs (11,741)                                                                                                   
  A                            30.5%   32.3%   25.4%       **44.9%**   ---     49.2%   20.4%   24.6%       ---         18.1%   29.2%
  C                            17.3%   26.3%   **46.6%**   17.5%       20.5%   ---     60.8%   ---         28.7%       22.1%   22.2%
  G                            22.8%   24.9%   28.0%       ---         68.0%   ---     18.8%   21.4%       **46.3%**   28.8%   18.6%
  T                            29.5%   16.5%   ---         37.5%       11.5%   50.8%   ---     **54.0%**   25.1%       31.0%   30.0%
  AP1 + CNEs − DHSs (2,966)                                                                                                    
  A                            33.7%   29.3%   32.1%       **51.1%**   ---     48.8%   32.5%   20.3%       ---         28.3%   32.4%
  C                            17.3%   23.8%   **38.5%**   24.4%       19.4%   ---     58.1%   ---         29.9%       15.4%   16.4%
  G                            16.1%   16.5%   29.4%       ---         66.5%   ---     9.4%    26.7%       **33.3%**   26.6%   17.3%
  T                            32.9%   30.4%   ---         24.4%       14.1%   51.2%   ---     **52.9%**   36.8%       29.6%   33.9%
  AP1 − CNEs (95,610)                                                                                                          
  A                            27.9%   25.9%   37.3%       **52.8%**   0.0%    49.7%   23.4%   21.4%       ---         24.1%   31.3%
  C                            20.5%   29.2%   **28.7%**   20.6%       21.8%   ---     70.5%   ---         33.9%       20.2%   20.9%
  G                            20.1%   22.0%   34.0%       ---         63.2%   ---     6.1%    24.1%       **27.7%**   31.0%   19.8%
  T                            31.5%   22.8%   ---         26.5%       14.9%   50.3%   ---     **54.5%**   38.4%       24.8%   28.0%

N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---The MRCA sequences to variations of 11mers with TGACTCA in human are divided into three groups: 1) In CNEs and in DHSs, 2) in CNEs and no DHSs, and 3) no CNEs for elephant. For the first and last two "N", the percentage indicates the base component at each position. For the middle seven positions of AP-1 motif, the "---" indicates the consensus base, whereas the percentage of each base indicates the variation component at each position. For example, in position 3, the variation component is A→T, C→T, and G→T. The bold percentage highlights the C→T and G→A variations may be arose from CG dinucleotide.

DNA Binding Affinity of c-Jun\|c-Fos Heterodimers to Motifs with CG, 5mCG, and TG Dinucleotides
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previously, it was shown that methylation of the CG dinucleotide in the sequence CGAGTCA increased binding of the c-Jun\|c-Fos heterodimer ([@evv205-B34]). To test whether deamination of 5mCG to TG creates a TFBS that is better bound by the c-Jun\|c-Fos heterodimer, we used a protein-binding microarray in which the CG dinucleotides were enzymatically methylated using Msss1 ([@evv205-B49]) ([table 3](#evv205-T3){ref-type="table"}), and examined heterodimer binding to three sequences **CG**AGTCA, **5mCG**AGTCA, and **TG**AGTCA. We find that the deamination product, **TG**A^C^/~G~TCA, is better bound by the c-Jun\|c-Fos heterodimer compared with 5m**CG**AGTCA, which in turn is better bound than **CG**AGTCA, demonstrating that deamination creates a better AP-1 motif ([table 3](#evv205-T3){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

cJUN-GST + cFOS Heterodimers Binding the AP-1 Motifs (*Z*-Score)

  Sequence        Replicate 1   Replicate 2
  --------------- ------------- -------------
  TGA^C^/~G~TCA   18.15         14.45
  mCGAGTCA        6.78          5.63
  mCGACTCA        6.21          5.27
  CGAGTCA         1.47          1.50
  CGACTCA         1.36          1.41

Discussion
==========

Deamination of 5mC as a Mutator System
--------------------------------------

Genetic mutator systems have been described ([@evv205-B23]; [@evv205-B33]) including systems that develop resistance to antibiotics ([@evv205-B20]) and pesticides ([@evv205-B71]) demonstrating the importance of an increased mutation rate in particular selective situations. These mutator systems often compromise DNA repair pathways. We have explored the suggestion that one function of cytosine methylation in CG dinucleotides is to increase the mutation rate resulting in greater genetic diversity ([@evv205-B13]). 5mC deamination is not inherently mutagenic as the T•G mismatch base pair can be repaired back to the original C•G base pair as happens in algal genomes, which contain CG methylation but no depletion of CG dinucleotides ([@evv205-B38]). In vertebrates, the deamination of 5mC produces the T•G mismatch base pair that sometimes results in the formation of a T•A base pair producing a TG dinucleotide. This has produced a dramatic depletion in the CG dinucleotide causing a bimodal distribution of 8-mer abundance, which initially occurs in the coelacanth ([fig. 1](#evv205-F1){ref-type="fig"}). We speculate that mutagenic CG methylation is a trait that has been selected for because it generates genetic diversity ([@evv205-B46]). To test this idea, we examined whether TS-DHSs, which are more recently evolved than HK-DHSs, are enriched in sequences containing the TG dinucleotide, the deamination product of 5mC in CG dinucleotides. We find that the most enriched TG-containing sequences in TS-DHS are TFBS (AP-1 and E-box). In the case of the AP-1 motif, this enrichment is more pronounced in the more recent DHSs. Additionally, we have presented evidence that the AP-1 motif previously contained CG dinucleotides, suggesting that they may be molecular fossils of 5mCG deamination. Thus, deamination of 5mCG to TG dinucleotides increases genetic diversity, forming TFBS that create new regulatory regions and the emergence of novel phenotypes.

Sequence Properties of Ancient and Recent CNEs
----------------------------------------------

In our examination of CNEs from eight lineages among the vertebrates ([@evv205-B2]), we observe enrichment of CG dinucleotides and C + G rich CNEs in the stickleback, coelacanth, and *Xenopus*, suggesting that the appearance of CGIs occurs within these lineages. The origins of CGIs have been discussed ([@evv205-B35]), but the mechanisms driving their emergence remain unclear. Stickleback, coelacanth, and *Xenopus* lineages also contain C + G poor CNEs, though they are not particularly enriched for either TG containing 8-mers or 8-mers with neither TG nor CG. The enrichment of TG containing 8-mers in CNEs that overlap with DHSs only becomes evident among mammals, and only when these TG containing 8-mers represent TFBS, suggesting that selection is acting upon these sequences because of their regulatory function. It is worth pointing out that, although some proportion of TG dinucleotides derived from mutation of 5mCG dinucleotide may obtain regulatory function, most CG-derived TGs do not gain function and remain in the genome. Nevertheless, the accelerated creation and destruction ([@evv205-B49]) of TFBS by 5mCG deamination could explain the rapid change in TF localization observed in mammalian systems that is not observed in *Drosophila* ([@evv205-B62]; [@evv205-B73]). It will be interesting to place TFBS into groups based on the presence of CG and/or TG dinucleotides and determine whether those without these dinucleotides are evolving as quickly as in mammalian genomes. CNEs not in DHS do not have any enrichment of TG-containing TFBS, and have different patterns of dinucleotide enrichment compared with CNEs + DHS, suggesting that these sequences are not involved in recruiting TFs. It would be interesting to examine these CNEs in more detail to determine why they are conserved across evolution.

AP-1 Motif in Ancient and Recent DHSs
-------------------------------------

The most enriched TG dinucleotide containing 8-mers in TS-DHSs are motifs for TFs from the B-ZIP or B-HLH families, two of the largest classes of TFs in vertebrates ([@evv205-B79]). These TF families function as dimers, with dimerization important for specificity and fine-tuning of regulatory control ([@evv205-B76]; [@evv205-B42]; [@evv205-B3]). In addition, these 8-mers are palindromic, unlike older CG-containing sequences enriched in HK-DHSs. Palindromic sequences are biologically attractive, as they produce two copies of the identical sequence and therefore a 2-fold increase in local DNA sequence concentration, which is exploited by dimeric TFs.

Our analyses show that AP-1 motifs ([@evv205-B45]) are enriched in TS-DHS, particularly the more recent DHSs that are human- and mouse-specific. However, the tissue specificity of AP-1 motif enrichment is general and not limited to a particular tissue, which is consistent with the widespread expression of Jun and Fos and their roles as facilitators ([@evv205-B54]). To achieve this kind of tissue specificity, the combination of tissue-specific TFs and facilitators is required. For example, GR binding to *cis*regulatory elements is dependent on AP1 activity in the murine mammary epithelial cell line ([@evv205-B9]). Moreover, these functional AP-1 sites in TS-DHS occur in regions that are also predicted to be well-bound by nucleosomes. Pairs of TFs can cooperatively bind to DNA directly ([@evv205-B18]; [@evv205-B50]) or indirectly by competition with nucleosomes, providing increased specificity and control of gene regulation ([@evv205-B53]; [@evv205-B37]). We suggest that this indirect competition mechanism is operating in recently evolved mammalian regulatory sequences.

The AP-1 motif is often bound by heterodimers containing an Fos and a Jun family member. Fos and Jun proteins are conserved from *Drosophila* ([@evv205-B28]) and have been reduplicated in the vertebrate lineage creating multiple heterodimeric complexes that can bind the AP-1 motif. Classically, AP-1 TFs have been implicated in cell growth ([@evv205-B52]; [@evv205-B25]; [@evv205-B31]), with c-Jun and Fos proteins viewed as protooncogenes ([@evv205-B15]). However, these TFs do not show up as candidates in cancer screens or GWAS studies and our analysis indicates that their binding sites are enriched in DHS from normal cells and tissues and not in embryonic and cancer cells, suggesting a role in differentiation ([fig. 6](#evv205-F6){ref-type="fig"}). We propose that the newer AP-1 motifs are involved in cellular differentiation ([@evv205-B4]). We also show here that the c-Jun\|c-Fos heterodimer preferentially binds mCGACTCA better than unmethylated CGACTCA ([@evv205-B34]) but binds the best to the deamination product TGACTCA which creates a canonical AP-1 motif. This is in contrast to the C/EBP motif (TTGCGCAA), which contains a central CG dinucleotide and deamination of methylated cytosine (5mCG) decreases C/EBP binding ([@evv205-B49]). The observation that methylated cytosine in the first position of AP-1 motif enhances the binding ability of c-Jun\|c-Fos compared with unmethylated cytosine may indicate that methylated cytosines can mimic thymine in DNA-protein interactions ([@evv205-B24]). It will be interesting to evaluate how deamination changes binding of additional heterodimers of Jun and Fos family members revealing which heterodimers preferentially bind the deamination product.

In conclusion, we have presented evidence that one consequence of methylation of cytosine in CG dinucleotides is to increase the mutation rate, producing new TG dinucleotides that can create TFBS that function in a tissue-specific manner to drive evolution. These TFBS are important for the emergence of new regulatory regions and ultimately novel phenotypes.
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